A three-dimensional Au nanoparticle–monolayer graphene–Ag hexagon nanoarray structure for high-performance surface-enhanced Raman scattering†
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Integration of graphene with plasmonic metal nanoparticles (NPs) holds great promise for constructing high-performance surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrates. Here, we fabricate an artificial three-dimensional (3D) SERS substrate by assembling Au NPs on graphene supported with electron beam lithography-fabricated Ag hexagon nanoarrays (HNAs). Through modulation of the structures to sufficiently narrow interparticle spaces, we have created high-density sub-10 nm gaps between the horizontally patterned Ag hexagons with an excellent uniformity. Moreover, nanometer-scale gaps were formed with the successful embedding of monolayer graphene (1LG) between Au NPs and Ag HNAs. Finite element numerical simulations revealed the electric field enhancement effect for the 3D hybrid system with a maximum of 107 due to the multi-dimensional plasmonic couplings including Au NP–Au NP, Au NP–Ag hexagon and Ag hexagon–Ag hexagon couplings. By combining the SERS activity and high order of Ag HNAs, the chemical stability of Au, and the single-atomic thickness of graphene, the fabricated 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA structure exhibits a 3107-fold enhancement of the Raman response of graphene and high SERS sensitivity with a detection limit down to 0.1 pM for Rhodamine 6G molecules, as well as good reliability and stability. In addition, the 3D SERS substrate facilitated the simultaneous detection of both Rhodamine 6G and crystal violet molecules. This work represents a step towards high-performance SERS substrate fabrication, and opens a new window to the rational design of graphene–plasmonic hybrids for SERS applications.

1. Introduction

Graphene, an atomically thin two-dimensional (2D) material, has stimulated widespread interest due to its unique mechanical, electrical and optical properties. Given the excellent promise for the investigation of the chemical enhancement mechanism of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), however, the low sensing sensitivity (the enhancement factor (EF) is less than 100) of graphene itself restricts the practical application arising from the absence of electromagnetic (EM) enhancement. EM enhancement, associated with the excitation of surface plasmons, can generate orders of magnitude increase for the local EM field at spaces between adjacent metal nanoparticles (NPs) (so-called EM “hot spots”), and thus leads to a SERS enhancement of 1014.† To achieve a high EM field, a nanoscale separation of metal NPs is required since the enhanced field is inversely proportional to the interparticle spaces.

In efforts to design high-performance SERS substrates, the establishment of graphene–metal hybrid structures represents a typical approach to integrate EM enhancement with chemical enhancement. A number of studies, mainly including the deposition of metal NPs on graphene or placing graphene on a surface of metal nanostructures, have been directed to combine graphene with metal NPs. Although ~10-fold SERS enhancement has been achieved as compared to bare metal nanostructures, the EM hot spots remain generated between the horizontally distributed metal NPs and restricted the further improvement of SERS sensitivity. In spite of the fact that graphene is a semimetal with zero carrier density near the Dirac points, it can be considered as an insulating spacer by placing it between two layers of metal NPs arising from its high vertical resistance. Thus it provides a flexible way to integrate graphene and metal NPs, which can help further promote the SERS activity of the structure. Recently, layered structures with two...
layers of metal NPs separated by graphene (or graphene oxide (GO), or reduced graphene oxide (rGO)) have been reported for improved SERS sensitivity.\textsuperscript{22-25} Nevertheless, a uniform graphene nanospace cannot be easily obtained because of the unordered dispersions of metal NPs with irregular shapes and/or stacking of GO/rGO interlayer, thereby limiting the SERS signal reliability.

To facilitate the SERS substrate fabrication, the graphene-metal NP trilayer structure should be engineered from three angles: (i) giving full play to the single-atomic characteristic of graphene to promote the generation of uniform nanometer-scale gaps between metal NPs; (ii) processing the bottom layer of metal NPs with much more ordered manner, which allows high-quality graphene transfer and uniform assembly of the top layer of metal NPs; and (iii) maintaining the stability of the structure, which enables the excitation of plasmonics with strong electric field enhancement and obtainment of SERS signals with strong reliability and good stability. In parallel, it can be envisioned that a light weight of the top layer of metal NPs is beneficial to suppress the dropping of graphene along the profile of the bottom platform. Intuitively, a low-velocity deposition of few-nm metal films and a followed annealing process allow for an creation of dense metal NPs.\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand, electron-beam (e-beam) lithography (EBL), which enables precise control of the size, shape and density of NPs, is a flexible and effective method to fabricate ordered structure arrays.\textsuperscript{27,28}

Herein, we introduce an effective approach to fabricate uniform and ordered Au NP–monolayer graphene (1LG)–Ag hexagon nanoarray (HNA) 3D hybrid structure through assembling Au NPs on single layer graphene supported by EBL-fabricated Ag HNAs. The graphene layer has maintained its 2D properties to promote both the EM enhancement and chemical enhancement for the SERS signals. With a precise modulation of the structure in the e-beam writing process, we have obtained Ag HNAs with inter-hexagon space bellow 10 nm, which facilitate the transfer of graphene film with large area and high quality, and further assembly of Au NPs. The 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid system boosts a high density of EM hot-spot with strong electric field enhancement due to multi-dimensional coupling of plasmonic metal NPs. The prepared 3D structure enables the SERS analysis with high sensitivity and good uniformity, reproducibility and stability. In addition, the 3D SERS substrate is capable of detecting both Rhodamine 6G (R6G) and crystal violet (CV) molecules simultaneously.

2. Results and discussion

2.1 Fabrication of the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure

Fig. 1 elucidates the preparation procedure of the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure. The Ag HNAs are fabricated by a routine e-beam deposition of Ag film and lift-off process templated on EBL-fabricated hexagon-shaped nanohole arrays. In a typical fabrication process, a 260 nm poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer was first spin-coated onto a pre-cleaned Si wafer and prebacked for 90 s at 180 °C on a hot plate for evaporating the solvent in the resist and forming a harder coating. With a writing of hexagon-shaped pattern by EBL system, an ordered PMMA nanohole array can be achieved after the development and blow-drying with nitrogen for the exposed sample (structure 1). Importantly, the interspace between the adjacent hexagons can be tuned with a modulation of the structural parameters written. This provides a flexibility to amplify the electric field through decreasing the space. As a follow-up step, a 50 nm Ag layer was deposited onto the sample surface by magnetic sputtering, with Ag coated onto PMMA surfaces or dropped in the hexagon-shaped nanoholes (structure 2). With a lift-off procedure by immersing the sample in acetone, where the excess resist and Ag on top of PMMA were removed, a highly ordered Ag HNA was obtained (structure 3). Then a monolayer graphene film on a copper foil grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) was transferred onto the surface of Ag HNAs,\textsuperscript{29,30} where graphene could fit well with the bottom structure by taking the advantage of both the mechanical flexibility of graphene and orderliness of the bottom array structure (structure 4). Thus, the formed 1LG–Ag HNA structure provides a favorable test bed for the assembly of Au NPs. With a low-velocity deposition of 5 nm Au layer on the as-prepared sample, the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure is finally achieved after an annealing process in Ar at 300 °C (structure 5).

2.2 Structural characterizations of the fabricated structures

Fig. 2 shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) analyses of a typical structure sequence in accordance with the steps mentioned above. For comparison, the graphene existence or non-existence structures are depicted together. Fig. 2a is the SEM image of Ag HNAs with or without graphene covered on the surface. We can see that: (i) the patterned Ag HNAs exhibit excellent uniformity of individual Ag particle with high structural regularity; (ii) the graphene layer remains well connected after being transferred onto the Ag HNAs surface, implying the flexibility of graphene for the hybridization with ordered metal nanostructures; and (iii) the Ag hexagons covered by graphene films can still be observed clearly. The corresponding AFM images of Ag HNAs and 1LG–Ag HNA structures are shown in Fig. 2b and c, respectively, which demonstrate consistent morphological characterizations to that observed in Fig. 2a. Here, the lattice period (the distance between the adjacent hexagons in the longitudinal direction) is 175 nm. The roughness of the structures is further verified by the cross section in the AFM images (Fig. S1†), where an obvious decrease of surface roughness is observed after the coverage of graphene film on Ag HNAs surfaces.

Fig. 2d depicts the SEM image of the completely same area as that in Fig. 2a after a deposition and annealing process of 5 nm Au thin film. Obviously, Au NPs are formed and assembled on the structure surface. Here, the successful generation of Au NPs can be attributed to the spatial reactivity during the annealing process, leading to local nucleation sites and growth of small particles.\textsuperscript{21} With graphene introduced into the hybrid structure, the graphene layer functions as a 2D scaffold to anchor the top Au NPs and the bottom Ag hexagons, while the Au NPs are stacked directly on the structure surfaces for Au NP–Ag HNA structure. From the AFM image of Au NP–Ag HNA structure, we...
can see that the surface roughness is enlarged for the Ag hexagon surfaces after the formation of Au NPs when compared with that of bare Ag HNAs (Fig. 2e and S2†). As indicated in the AFM image of Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid system (Fig. 2f), although a slight bending and dropping of Au NPs along the profile of 1LG–Ag HNA are observed, the Au NPs remained
packed closely, which imply the important supporting role of graphene for the assembly of Au NPs. The well-designed and fabricated Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure has taken the advantages of the strong plasmonic electric field enhancement of Ag, the chemical stability of Au and the single-atom feature and mechanical flexibility of graphene, which are all beneficial for promoting the structure SERS capability. The precise control over the structures offers the flexibility for tailoring the plasmonic coupling of metal NPs. Exactly, the creation of sub-10 nm gaps could allow for orders of magnitude increase of the electric field enhancement.31,32 Fig. 3 depicts the AFM images of Ag HNAs without or with monolayer graphene covered on the surface for four different lattice periods. For the pattern written, the side length of Ag hexagons was fixed to be 68 nm, and the distance between the adjacent two columns was equal to the lattice period, and the thickness of Ag deposited was 50 nm. As indicated, ordered Ag HNAs with lattice period of 210 nm (Fig. 3a), 186 nm (Fig. 3b), 164 nm (Fig. 3c) and 151 nm (Fig. 3d) were obtained. As the side length of hexagons keeps consistent, the interparticle space is reduced with the decrease of period, enabling a fine-tuning of the electric field enhancement. The simulated electric field intensity distributions reveal that the electric field enhancement increases with the decrease of the interparticle space (Fig. S3†). It is worth noticing that the morphologies of the bottom Ag HNAs have an important influence on the following transfer of graphene films and assembly of Au NPs. As depicted in the AFM images, an obvious dropping along the seam of Ag hexagons and small amount of wear-and-tear were observed by placing graphene onto Ag HNAs with relatively large interparticle space (Fig. 3e and f). Moreover, some broken regions were also observed after the assembly of Au NPs (Fig. S4†). In contrast, the graphene film remains connected with excellent uniformity when it was covered on the Ag HNAs with small gaps (Fig. 3g and h). Furthermore, the structure with sub-10 nm interparticle spaces maintains excellent uniformity and non-destructive features in a large scale even after a deposition and anneal process of Au film (we will show in the following discussion).

Fig. 3 AFM images of (a–d) Ag HNAs and (e–h) 1LG–Ag HNA structures with lattice period of (a and e) 210 nm, (b and f) 186 nm, (c and g) 164 nm and (d and f) 151 nm, respectively.

Fig. 4 (a, c and e) SEM and (b, d and f) AFM images of (a and b) Ag HNAs, (c and d) 1LG–Ag HNA and (e and f) Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA structures with 140 nm lattice period for Ag HNAs. The enlarged view of bare Ag HNAs in (a) demonstrates that the space between the adjacent Ag hexagons is on the size of ~7 nm.
The findings, revealing the effective substrate-fabrication process, pave the way to further optimize the design of graphene–metal hybrid structure through structural parameters. Through a further modulation of the fabrication process, we have obtained Ag HNAs with lattice period equal to 140 nm and interparticle space below 10 nm. As demonstrated by the SEM and AFM images for Ag HNAs (Fig. 4a and b), high-density EM hot spots with interparticle space of ~7 nm are created. By covering graphene onto the fabricated Ag HNAs, the graphene film maintains good completeness and flatness in a large scale (Fig. 4c and d). After the further assembly of Au NPs on 1LG–Ag HNA, 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure is obtained (Fig. 4e and f). Here, the diameter of Au NPs is ~20 nm and the distance between the adjacent Au NPs is ~25 nm (Fig. S5†).

### 2.3 Electric field enhancement effects

To verify the plasmonic effect for the fabricated structure, we have conducted finite element method numerical simulations using Comsol Multiphysics. As shown in the simulation configuration (Fig. 5a), the side length of Ag hexagons is set to be 68 nm, the lattice period is 140 nm and the height is 50 nm. The outer edges of the hexagons were slightly rounded in order to match the shape of the actual structures. The diameter of Au NPs is taken to be 20 nm and the corresponding period is 25 nm for mimicking the average dimension of Au NPs in the experiments. The thickness of graphene interlayer between Au NPs and Ag HNAs is set to be 1 nm. A plane lightwave with a polarized electric field in the y-direction was launched normally from the top. A shared idea is that the generation of the electric field enhancement is related to the presence of metal NPs, and the magnitude of the enhanced electric field depends on the structure configurations. As indicated in Fig. 5b for bare Ag HNAs, the electric field is highly enhanced at the spaces between the adjacent Ag hexagons, evidencing the strong localization of the enhanced electric field. With a graphene layer coated on the surface, a similar electric field enhancement is obtained (Fig. 5c), demonstrating a negligible attenuation of the plasmonic electric field enhancement owing to the excellent penetrability of graphene. In detail, the maximum of the electric field
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**Fig. 5** (a) Configuration of Au NP–graphene–Ag HNA on a Si substrate used for simulation. The lattice period of Ag HNAs is 140 nm, the side length of Ag hexagons is 68 nm and the thickness is 50 nm. The diameter of Au NPs is 20 nm and the distance between the adjacent Au NPs is 25 nm. The thickness of graphene film embedded between Au NPs and Ag HNAs is 1 nm. Normalized electric field intensity distributions in the xy plane for (b) bare Ag HNAs at \(z = 25\) nm, (c) graphene–Ag HNA at \(z = 25\) nm, (d) Au NP–Ag HNA at \(z = 50\) nm, and Au NP–graphene–Ag HNA structure (e) inside the bottom Ag HNAs layer with \(z = 25\) nm, (f) inside the graphene layer with \(z = 50.5\) nm and (g) inside the top Au NPs layer with \(z = 61\) nm, respectively. The right side of each picture plots the electric field intensity magnitude along the green dotted lines on the left.
enhancements are 32 or 31 for Ag HNAs or graphene-Ag HNA, respectively. In the case of Au NP-Ag HNA structure (Fig. 5d), although some additional plasmonic electric field enhancements are observed, the maximal electric field enhancement remains 32 due to the weak coupling effect between Au NPs and Ag HNAs. As graphene is introduced between Au NPs and Ag HNAs, the Au NP-graphene-Ag HNA structure exhibits a multi-dimensional plasmonic coupling effect between the horizontal and vertical metal NPs (Fig. 5e-g). Remarkably, the hybridization of multi-scale plasmonic couplings, including Au NP-Au NP, Au NP-Ag hexagon and Ag hexagon-Ag hexagon couplings, has led to an electric field enhancement maximum of 107. As a result, the highly enhanced electric field in the 3D structure may promote extremely enhanced SERS sensing as the EM field-induced SERS enhancement is proportional to the fourth power of the EM field.

2.4 SERS detection

We first measured the SERS spectra of graphene. Fig. 6a shows the SERS spectra of graphene for the structures of 1LG-Ag HNA and Au NP-1LG-Ag HNA. For the reference, the Raman spectra of monolayer graphene covered on the Au NPs and Si substrate are also measured. Clearly, the quintessential Raman peaks of G of monolayer graphene covered on the Au NPs and Si substrate are observed. The G peak arises from the doubly degenerate zone center E_g mode and the 2D peak denotes the second order of zone boundary phonons. The weak D peak around 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) implies the low percentage of defects for the graphene films used and few adsorbents remaining in the graphene transfer processes.\(^{19−41}\) The single Lorentzian lineshape of 2D peak with full width at half maximum less than 35 cm\(^{-1}\) expresses the feature of single layer graphene. These results indicates the successful coverage or embedding of graphene films. Compared with 1LG-Si structure, the Raman intensities of graphene for both the G and 2D bands are enhanced in other three structures for the plasmon excitation of metal NPs. Detailly, the 1LG-Au NP, 1LG-Ag HNA and Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA structures have exhibited 24-, 97- and 3107-fold stronger Raman signal for the G peak of graphene than 1LG-Si substrate (Fig. S6†). As a result, the fabricated Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA structure has exhibited \(\sim\)32-fold increase for the Raman intensity of graphene than 1LG–Ag HNA structure owing to the intensely enhanced electric field.

Fig. 6b shows the SERS spectra of \(10^{-7}\) M R6G chemisorbed on Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA substrate. For comparison, the sensing properties of R6G on Ag HNAs, 1LG–Ag HNA and Au NP–Ag HNA structures are also researched. All the typical vibrational modes of R6G for 612, 772, 1361, 1509 and 1649 cm\(^{-1}\) are observed and match well with those reported previously.\(^{42}\) Compared to the
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**Fig. 6** SERS characterization results of graphene and dye molecules. (a) SERS spectra of single layer graphene for the structures of 1LG-Si, 1LG-Au NP, 1LG-Ag HNA and Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA, respectively. (b) SERS spectra obtained from \(10^{-7}\) M R6G decorated Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA, Au NP–Ag HNA, 1LG–Ag HNA and Ag HNAs structures. Inset is the chemical structure of R6G. (c) Large-area uniformity of the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA nanostructure coated with \(10^{-8}\) M R6G molecules. Error bars indicate the standard deviations from 60 random spots. (d) Long-term stability test of the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA structure: the SERS signal of \(10^{-8}\) M R6G obtained after keeping the sample in the Lab for one day, two weeks, 1 month, two months, and three months. (e) SERS spectra of R6G on Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA substrate with molecular concentrations ranging from 1 nM to 0.1 pM. (f) SERS spectra of pure aqueous solutions of \(5 \times 10^{-11}\) M R6G, \(1 \times 10^{-10}\) M CV and a mixture of \(5 \times 10^{-11}\) M R6G and \(1 \times 10^{-10}\) M CV.
SERS signal of R6G on Ag HNAs substrate, the 2.3-fold additional signal enhancement for the 1LG–Ag HNA substrate is accounted for the chemical enhancement of graphene due to π−π interactions and charge transfer between graphene and R6G molecules. Importantly, the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA structure has generated 11.3- or 4.9-fold stronger Raman signal when compared with Ag HNAs or 1LG–Ag HNA structure, respectively. Compared to the case of Au NP–Ag HNA substrate, 4.1-fold SERS signal enhancement was obtained in the Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid system. Besides the chemical enhancement, the highly intensified SERS intensity for the Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure can be attributed to the creation of high-density hot spots with dramatically enhanced electric field.

By measuring the SERS signal of 10⁻⁸ M R6G from 60 randomly selected spots on Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA platform, the relative standard deviation (RSD) was calculated to be ~7.3%, evidencing the excellent SERS signal uniformity and reproducibility (Fig. 6c and S7†). We have measured the SERS signal of R6G on 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA substrate for different time. As indicated in Fig. 6d, it only brings a decrease of 5.7% after the sample was stored for 3 months, manifesting the stability of the prepared 3D structures. Furthermore, we achieved R6G SERS detection with concentration down to 0.1 pM (equivalent to ~0.015 molecules per μm² of the surface area) for the 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA substrate (Fig. 6e and S8†). As a result, the elaborately-designed and well-fabricated Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA platform has facilitated the development and practical application of SERS substrates with high sensitivity, good reproducibility and strong stability. Here, we demonstrated that the prepared 3D structure can detect bi-analysts of R6G and CV in a solution. As indicated in Fig. 6f, the vibrational bands of R6G (612, 1361, 1509 and 1649 cm⁻¹) and the Raman peaks of CV (915, 1172, 1372 and 1619 cm⁻¹) were observed simultaneously in a mixture aqueous solution of 5 × 10⁻¹¹ M R6G and 1 × 10⁻¹⁰ M CV. This demonstrates a promising potential for the practical monitoring of pollutants in the real environment.

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have developed an approach to integrate EM enhancement and chemical enhancement for enhanced SERS performance based on graphene–plasmonic hybrids. The as-prepared 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid system has enabled the SERS analysis with high sensitivity, good uniformity, reliability and stability. Remarkably, 3107-fold enhancement for the Raman response of graphene and a limit as low as 0.1 pM for R6G were obtained by using the 3D hybrid structure. Furthermore, the 3D SERS substrate has facilitated the simultaneous detection of both R6G and CV molecules. The strategy used in this work has enabled the fabrication of high-activity SERS substrate with excellent flexibility by making full use of the multi-functional roles of graphene and structure-tunability of metal nanostructures. The concept demonstrated here should be extended to the fabrication of other 2D material–plasmonic hybrid platform with further modifications on structures and fabrication techniques. This work represents a step towards the fabrication of SERS substrate with high-sensitivity and strong-reproducibility, and opens a new avenue for rationally designing plasmonic–graphene hybrid structures for SERS sensing.

4. Experimental section

4.1 Preparation of 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure

The Ag HNAs are fabricated by e-beam writing of hexagon arrays on PMMA resist, deposition of Ag film and a followed lift-off process. In a standard process, a thin layer of PMMA (~260 nm thickness) was first spin-coated onto Si wafer at 3500 rpm for 60 s and baked at 180 °C for 90 s on a hot plate to evaporate the solvent in the resist and form a harder coating. Subsequently, a hexagon-shaped array pattern was written using an EBL machine (JEOL JBX-6300FS) with an area dosage of 800 μC cm⁻² and a current of 100 pA. The sample was immersed into a solution of methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) and isopropanol (IPA) in a 1 : 3 mixture ratio for 60 s for developing, rinsed in IPA for 60 s, and followed with a gentle N₂ blowing to form a PMMA HNA pattern.44,45 A 5 nm-thick Cr adhesion layer and 50 nm-thick Ag layer were sputtered onto the sample surface sequentially at rates of 0.5 Å s⁻¹ under the pressure of about 10⁻⁴ mbar by magnetic sputtering. After the sample was immersed into acetone to process lift-off, wherein the excess resist and metal film on top of PMMA were removed, the ordered Ag–Gr HNAs were obtained. For simplicity, we call it Ag HNAs. In the next step, single layer graphene film was transferred onto the Ag HNAs to construct 1LG–Ag HNA structure. A PMMA layer (~300 nm thickness) was spin-coated onto the graphene films on Cu foils and dried at 150 °C on a hot plate.45,46 The PMMA–graphene–Cu foil was immersed in ammonium persulfate (0.67 g ml⁻¹) to etch away Cu, followed with a washing with deionized water, and then transferred onto Ag HNAs. The sample was immersed in acetone to dissolve PMMA for achieving 1LG–Ag HNA structure. Finally, a layer of 5 nm Au film was deposited onto the as-prepared 1LG–Ag HNA at a rate of 0.1 Å s⁻¹ by magnetic sputtering and annealed in Ar at 300 °C for 60 min with a heating rate of 5 °C min⁻¹, thereby forming 3D Au NP–1LG–Ag HNA hybrid structure.

4.2 Structural characterization and SERS measurement

The morphologies of the samples were characterized using SEM (JSM-6700F) and AFM (BRUKER Dimension Icon). Raman spectra were measured using Renishaw inVia Raman Microscope with a laser wavelength of 532 nm and 1800 line per mm grating. For measuring the Raman signals of dye molecules, a 10 μl droplet was dispensed on the substrates prepared and dried in air. Here, R6G solutions with different concentrations were obtained by dissolving the solid powders and diluting using deionized water. The mixture solution of R6G and CV were obtained by dissolving the R6G and CV powders in deionized water. The laser power was kept 5 mW for measuring graphene and 0.5 mW for measuring molecules to avoid sample heating and photo-induced damages. The integration time is 10 s for measuring the Raman spectra of graphene for 1LG–Si and 1 s for other measurements. A ×50 objective was used and
the laser spot was ~1 μm². The Raman spectra were processed by WIRe 4.3 Raman software.

4.3 Finite element numerical simulations

The software package “Comsol Multiphysics” was used in the simulations, which is based on finite element method to solve Maxwell’s equations. For the simulation configuration (Fig. 5a), the side length of Ag hexagons was 68 nm, and the distance between the adjacent Ag hexagons in the y-direction is equal to the distance between the adjacent two rows in the x-direction. The outer edges of the hexagons were slightly rounded in order to match the shape of the actual structures. The thickness of graphene films was 1 nm, which is reasonable for CVD-grown graphene by considering the inhomogeneity in the growth and transfer processes. The diameter of Au NPs is 20 nm and the distance between the adjacent Au NPs is 25 nm for mimicking the average size of Au NPs obtained. The lateral and longitudinal dimensions of the unite cell simulated are both 280 nm. In the horizontal directions, periodic boundary conditions were set for simulating a single unite cell, and in the vertical direction, the perfectly-matched-layer was used for eliminating the undesired reflections from boundaries. The incident wavelength was set to be 532 nm with the electric field polarized along the y-axis. The optical parameters of Au and Ag were given by Drude model, the refractive index of graphene was calculated using the formula \( n = 3 + c_1(\lambda/3)^2 \) (\( c_1 = 5.446 \mu m^{-1} \) and \( \lambda \) was the wavelength), and the dielectric constant of Si was 13.39. Convergence mesh analysis was used for achieving stationary results, and the mesh maximum element size was set as 0.2 nm in the domains representing graphene, 3 nm in Au NPs, 6 nm in Ag hexagons and 10 nm for all the elements in the air and substrate subdomains.
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